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Use these previous exam papers to revise and prepare for the upcoming NSC exams. This way you can find out what you already know and what you don't know.
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If we do not have the exam paper/s you are looking for please check with the Department of Basic Education. The most effective form of matric revision is to go through the past exam papers of your subjects.
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If we do not have the exam paper/s you are looking for please check with the Department of Basic Education. The most effective form of matric revision is to go through the past exam papers of your subjects. https://olivershouse.co.za/community-projects/educational-learning-centre/grade-12-past-exam-papers/
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Use these previous exam papers to revise and prepare for the upcoming NSC exams. This way you can find out what you already know and what you don't know. For enquiries regarding downloading the exam papers please contact the webmaster on 012 357 3762/3752/3799.
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If we do not have the exam paper/s you are looking for please check with the Department of Basic Education. The most effective form of matric revision is to go through the past exam papers of your subjects.
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The National Examination and Assessment Directorate administers and manages the assessment in the Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) Colleges and Community Education.
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State Examination Commission - Exam Material Archive
Each of the non-language subjects has the corresponding Afrikaans exam papers with memoranda. If we do not have the exam paper/s you are looking for please check with the Department of Basic Education. Past Exam Papers kindly provided by the Department of Basic Education.
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